
2020 Thunder 14-1 Kahoot Questions & Answers! 
1. Who had the most total serving attempts this season? 

a. Ainsley! 295 serving attempts 

2. Who has the most improved dig percentage (least amount of errors per attempts)? 

a. Emma! Improvement by 0.647: Being at -0.091 and improving to 0.556 

i. -1.000 is only errors with each attempt. 1.000 is only digs with each attempt. 

3. Who has the most improved kill percentage? 

a. Ava! Improvement by 26.6%: Starting at 12.5% and improving to 39.1% 

i. Kill percentage = What percentage of your total number of hits are kills (point ending hits) 

4. Who had the most total digs this season? 

a. Mesaiya! 206 digs 

5. Who had the highest total number of blocks this season? 

a. Julia! 18 blocks (Blocks = ending points. It does not include any touches!) 

6. Who has the most improved free ball passing rate? 

a. Haylie! Improved by 0.79 points: Starting at a rate of 0.79 and improving to 1.58 

i. 0 = shanked balls, 1 = one hitter option available, 2 = two hitter options available, 3 = perfect pass 

7. Who has the most improved hitting percentage (most kills & least errors per attempts)? 

a. Valencia! Improved by 0.334: Starting at -0.231 and improving to 0.103 

i. -1.000 is only errors with each hitting attempt. 1.000 is only kills with each hitting attempt. 

8. Who had the least amount of serving errors this season? 

a. Antonella! Only 1 serving error in 57 attempts! 

9. Who had the best average hitting percentage (most kills & least errors per attempts)? 

a. Hannah! Average of 0.380 percent 

i. -1.000 is only errors with each hitting attempt. 1.000 is only kills with each hitting attempt. 

10. Who had the most improved serving rating? 

a. Tori! Improved by 0.93: Starting at 2.05 and improving to 2.98 

11. Our team had a total of ___ kills this season. 

a. 577 kills (minus Crossfire Tournament data) 

12. Our team had a total of ___ digs this season. 

a. 766 digs (minus Crossfire Tournament data) 

13. Our team had a total of ___ setting/hitting attempts this season. 

a. 1762 attempts (minus Crossfire Tournament data) 

14. Our team won a total of ___ points this season. 

a. 2005 points 


